
 

LESSON PLAN: “RESISTING COLONIALISM: FRACTURED POETICS AND 

SURREALISM AS A MARVELOUS ARM” 

*ADAPTED FROM THE YOUNG CHICAGO AUTHORS’ CURRICULUM FOR SPLIT THIS ROCK YOUTH PROGRAMS 

OBJECTIVE:  To have students write a fractured linguistic poem in the style of Suheir 

Hammad and/or Paolo Javier. 

KEY TERMS: Word play – The act of playing on words or speech sounds. 
Fractured Poem – A poem written with a broken format.  
Pidgin – A grammatically simplified form of a language, used for 
communication between people not sharing a common language. 

STANDARDS:  Virginia 

9.1, 10.1 I, 9.3 – 12.3 F, 9.4 A, C-M, 
9.6 – 10.6 A E, 9.6 B, D, E, H, 10.6 C, F 

Common Core 

Reading 

Grades 6-8: 2, 4, 6 
Grades 9-12: 2, 4 

Writing 

Grades 6-8: 3.b-d, 4, 5 
Grades 9-12: 3.a-d, 4, 5 

Speaking and Listening 

Grades 6-8: 1.b-d  
Grades 9-12: 1.c-d 

Language Standards 

Grades 6-8: 3, 5 
Grades 9-12: 3, 5 

 

INTRODUCTION: Tell students that this activity will focus on the desire to honor our fractured 
and immigrant pidgins. 

STEP ONE: Ask students to write a list of words: write five words under the categories 
America, gender, race, city (they are in), music. 

STEP TWO: Read and discuss the selection from Cesar’s intro. 

STEP THREE: Read Javier and Hammad’s poems. Ask students which words are being 
repeated. What do the poems feel like?  



 

STEP FOUR: Put on some music without words. Have students write about occupation 
(whatever that means to them). Every so often, how and whenever you see fit, 
say a category out loud. At that point, the students must put a word from their 
list beneath that category into the poem, wherever they are, immediately. 

STEP FIVE: Write a story or a scene from that location. Stress that right now, students 
should not be concerned with meaning. Have students write for 10-15 minutes 
and then share.  

  



 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

“English is an Occupation” by Paolo Javier 
 
i. 
 
Paranaque time orgies 
misery parables 
 vices 
cumulus hulas gravity plays 
 
caller, cast Abel’s embryo 
pare mano po, savior come balasubas 
mask chimera’s own toys 
venture capital enemy Villa dollar 
economy lusty Hydras 
 
English trippin’ on acid poor lipreads 
hummed 
erase tula culpable due East judged 
the Angry Oriental 
 
ii.  
 
English withstands high-end ode my 
guarded obscurity 
toddle my hyenas, toddle my hyenas 
 
Trysteasers cut down to pulburon
 soldiers Kai occupies 
 
 
 
 
why does the East accommodate mass 
culture my Trysteasers 
 
oracle Kai diggin’ low-key desert 
Paranaque tales of orgies come 
inquire about my orgies 
 
Illbient justice homeless swells of 
arrests 
hurricanes sway in the wind of my 
avarice alas turban 
 
Amy Pacio, company name 
abandoned sic ‘em 

sic ‘em, company in essence, Paolo’s 
brand of justice 
 
iii. 
 
persevere counter ardor mystic 
parables 
today Paolo occupies you, today 
Paolo occupies you 
 
buy hacienda today calls her infinite 
      parties blink blink minutiae, savior 
come lascivio



 

From “break(place)” by Suheir Hammad 

 
(nyc) 
the humidity condenses breath 
bodies stick and stones gather in 
a lower 
back 
gray thick moving slow and 
alone 
i am looking for my body 
for my form in the foreign 
in translation 
what am i trying 
to say i sit in this body dream 
in this body expel 
in this body inherit 
in this body 
here is the poem 
i left a long time ago 
remember stubble remember 
unwanted remember touch 
i can’t remember where i left my 
body 
poem needs form lungs need 
air memory needs loss i need 
to translate my body because it 
is profane 
what had happened was 
i wrote myself out of damage 
this is the body of words and 
spaces 
i have found to re-construct 
(deheisha) 
my home 
girl is there now the air is thick 
people don’t breathe well hold 
their 
tongues against cursing all of 
existence 
all that would carry on living 
during this 
she wakes to news just the 
beginning 
the same story the one which 
leaves 
bodies 
behind as tokens of nothing 
one family 
roasting corn 

now all husks 
silk 
spraying 
wind 
my home girl’s body 
would be called white be 
claimed jewish 
is mother and loved by a man 
who sits 
in a bay 
by telephone and radio and 
reaches for 
his lover’s body 
and finds only formless 
she is witness and rage 
i pray her body save her 
come back with her offer lover a 
home 
daughter a beginning and all of 
us testimony 
the people there tell her they 
will survive 
this 
if a body can carry through you 
follow 
(beirut) 
a green body obsessed white 
possessed by all male religion 
sword 
sniper garnishes silicone 
radishes video radiology vixens 
eastern 
european prostitution manic 
depression olive oil sweat 
camps resorts 
hair gel all that is life 
all that is death 
the roads and bridges been hit 
the airport been hit 
where is a body to go 
we lived there once my parents 
sisters  

                  and me 
                  i left my skin there still boiling 


